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EDITOR’S
FOREWORD
By JOE Pavlat

jpavlat@opensystemsmedia.com

Cosmic CompactPCI and a crossroads in the
AdvancedTCA roadmap
Cosmic CompactPCI
A lot of what we do in the embedded computing world has an
enormous impact on people’s daily lives, but it’s mostly unseen.
I guess that’s why it’s called “embedded.” Once in a while, however, our efforts are rewarded in spectacular fashion and in a
way that captures the imagination of the entire world. One such
accomplishment is happening right now, and we should feel an
enormous amount of pride and even pat ourselves on the back.
The Mars rover, Curiosity, landed safely on the surface of the
Red Planet in early August after surviving a landing sequence
that would make Rube Goldberg proud. Parachutes, a rocket
powered platform, winches, 79 explosive charges, and an array
of other sensors and actuators all operated exactly as designed,
and the one-ton rover touched down in apparently perfect
shape. It has already sent back spectacular pictures and has
begun to move around.
The rover is powered by something NASA and JPL call the
Rover Computational Element (RCE), which is powered by dual
3U CompactPCI systems. The actual boards are RADHARD processors built by BAE Systems specifically for satellite and space
operations. These CPUs have been used in more than 30 different space satellites and missions. A recent newscast quoted
a NASA spokesman as saying, “The science is tough, but the
engineering is even tougher.”
Congratulations all around, especially to the JPL and NASA
engineers who made this all happen and continue to do so.

to-date. Quadrupling backplane bandwidth, in full mesh systems this provides a whopping 9.6 Tbps throughput, which
translates to the simultaneous transport and switching of about
2 million HD video channels in a single chassis – no other open
standard even comes close. The explosion of video in wireline
and wireless applications will drive rapid adoption of this technology, which is backward compatible with existing systems.
Multi-vendor 40G testing will continue the week of October 22
at the 23rd ATCA-Interoperability Workshop (TCA-IW), hosted
by Schroff GmbH in Straubenhardt, Germany. Besides 40G
interoperability, a focal point of this year’s workshop will be the
evolving Hardware Platform Management subsystem that was
recently upgraded in the HPM.2 LAN-Attached IPM Controller
specification.
My colleague, Associate Editor Brandon Lewis, has lately asked,
“What comes after ATCA?” and that is a very good question.
PICMG has begun work on 100G Ethernet, which we think can
be done within the scope of the existing specification. It will
take a lot of time, though; the IEEE isn’t scheduled to release
their base 100G standard until late 2014. Practically, that means
PICMG work in the 2015-2016 timeframe and first system prototypes after that.
Backplane bandwidth is not the only issue facing ATCA going
forward. How are these monster systems going to be cooled?
Getting 10 of kW of power into a rack is another issue. So how
will these problems be solved? Upgrades to the existing architecture? A clean sheet of paper? I don’t know the answer, but I hope
this is a major topic of “hallway discussion” at this year’s Summit.

A crossroads for AdvancedTCA
It is that time of year again, and the ATCA Summit is approaching
(September 18-19 in Santa Clara, for those checking). As ATCA
approaches the billion-dollar mark in global sales, new players
and applications are popping up everywhere, and the Summit
is a great place to see and hear the latest news. Dr. Stuart Elby,
VP and CTO of Verizon Digital Media Services, will deliver an
important keynote speech on Verizon’s view of the industry,
including market and technology drivers. Mark Liebowitz from
BAE Systems, a key architect in developing the ruggedized
MicroTCA standards, will also be keynoting, as will Jeni Panhort
from Intel, who will provide the Communications Industry Update
on Wednesday. More information is available at atcasummit.com.
PICMG 3.1 Revision 2, also called “40G ATCA” is finally done
and is the most important upgrade to the ATCA standard
CompactPCI, AdvancedTCA & MicroTCA Systems
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Network INtellIgeNce
BY CURt SCHWaDERER

cschwaderer@opensystemsmedia.com

ATCA load balancing at 40 Gbps
Cloud computing. 4G wireless. HD video streaming. According
to the Cisco Visual Networking Index (VNI), mobile data traffic
alone will grow from 0.6 exabytes per month in 2011 to an
enormous 10.8 exabytes per month in 2016. Yes, that’s exabytes per month. And if you’re busy doing a web search
on what exactly an “exabyte” is, that’s 1 million terabytes!
Asia-Pacific accounts for a large growth portion of this forecast,
but growth is still significant in the Middle East, Africa, and
even North America.
Based on this information, it’s apparent that these demands
will not be met with 10G-class AdvancedTCA (ATCA) systems.
The advent of 40 GbE technology promises to support the
growth of data-intensive mobile applications while also providing the higher data rates necessary to provide security for
cloud platforms.
While ATCA is a modular, standards-based system, it may not
be as easy as simply plugging in a 40 Gb blade and cycling
the power. The increased bandwidth streaming into the system
must also be accommodated by the ATCA backplane, switch
fabric, and software/applications running on the compute
blades. In this edition of Network Intelligence, we’ll dig into
ATCA load balancing at 40 Gbps to see what’s available and
the impact it’s having within ATCA systems.
Standards status
There are a number of vendors that are building chassis with
backplanes and switch fabrics designed to support 40 Gb
blades where there were once 10 Gb blades. There is an
excellent blog post by Cheryl Coupe in which she interviews
Drew Sproul of Adax and Rob Pettigrew of Emerson Network
Power about 40G ATCA. In it, Rob mentions that his three
steps to a smooth hardware migration consist of the introduction of the 40 Gb chassis, then a switch blade, then finally the
payload blades.
Of course, putting the hardware components together and
expecting everything to be smooth sailing may be a bit optimistic. There is still application software running on compute
blades that will be processing incoming data at 10 Gbps
instead of 40 Gbps. In addition to the applications themselves, there are also middleware components that influence
the trek to a 40 Gbps system. While performance increases
in compute blades and multicore processors help with this
increased bandwidth, there are still significant performance
and capacity ramifications.

I recently had the opportunity to talk with Eric Gregory, Director
of ATCA Product Management at Radisys Corporation, about
the T40 (T-Series 40G ATCA platform) and the load balancing
techniques deployed therein to help address the challenges of
applications operating at 40 Gbps line rates.
Balancing the application load at 40 Gbps
Even at 10 Gbps, many of today’s ATCA applications require
load balancing, and because the requirements and importance
of load balancing within 40G-class systems is magnified, it’s
worth a closer look. Load balancers are typically external addons that come with extra expense and integration time. Radisys
has integrated load balancers for tighter system integration
and higher density I/O capabilities.
The T40 supports some rather sophisticated load balancing
capabilities, as Radisys integrated load balancers for tighter
system integration and higher density I/O capabilities. Load
balancing was added on the hub through switch management
in a five-tuple configuration, and additional load balancing
capabilities for effective distribution to a variety of compute
blades include statistical or stateful load balancing.
Might internal load balancers be too restrictive within the system?
Can “one size fit all”? Eric’s answer is “no” – that’s why the T40
offers two different types of solutions when it comes to load
balancing. The first is called “wirespeed” load balancing. This
resides in the ATCA chassis’ switch/hub. The second provides
a more flexible solution using a software technology Radisys
calls FlowEngine. This FlowEngine technology is designed to
run on Radisys’ family of NetLogic- and Cavium-based packet
processing blades.
Wirespeed load balancing
The wirespeed load balancing consists of software that identifies the source and destination IP addresses and port numbers
of a packet, as well as the protocol. The software then performs
a hash across these fields, which in turn is used to determine
which bucket the packet should be placed in. The buckets are
shared amongst the load-balanced servers and can be dynamically assigned to compute servers. In the case of server failure,
other load-balanced servers can service the bucket of a failed
one, providing high reliability and N + 1 redundancy in cases
where there are standby blades.
In some cases, the IP header doesn’t provide good or useful
load distribution. Mobile networks with an Internet Offload
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Might internal load balancers
be too restrictive within the
system? Can “one size fit
all”? Eric’s answer is “no” …
Gateway (IOG) is one such example, but in a mobile environment there is huge diversity in mobile subscribers whose IP
address is contained within the GTP-U tunneled IP headers.
In order to get good diversity, the wirespeed load balancing
system has the ability to extract these tunneled IP addresses
for efficient load balancing.
FlowEngine load balancing
The FlowEngine load balancing is “session-aware” and provides
stateful load balancing for the system. Sometimes load balancing decisions are required to account for the previous state
of the flow rather than identify specific fields in each packet.
For example, GTP-U packets may be fragmented due to mismatched MTUs. Further, there may be advantages to deciding
a specific server should service a particular session based on the
information sent on session startup. In these cases, the decision
on which server should handle the new session is based on

the more lightly loaded server, not an even distribution of the
packets based on a hash. For these applications, Radisys offers
the FlowEngine, a load balancing appliance solution running on
a packet processing blade. This FlowEngine software consists
of six functional modules:
1. De-tunnel – This module handles a wide-ranging mix of
tunneling configurations, including MAC-in-MAC, VLAN
tags, MPLS labels, and IP tunneling protocols. This stage is
responsible for peeling off the irrelevant headers and also
performs defragmentation and sometimes acts as a TCP
termination proxy. In the case where the TCP termination
proxy is used, subsequent stages work on content flow
rather than individual IP packets.
2. L4 header ID – This stage locates the header fields that
will be used for generating the flow hash value to be used
in the flow table module.
3. Flow table – This stage performs a lookup to determine if
this is a new flow with existing state or an already known
flow in the table. This function extracts the state of the flow.
4. Known flow rules application – If the flow is already
known in the flow table, this stage executes rules based
on the flow and the current state. Examples of these rules
are dropping the packet (potential Denial of Service (DoS)
attacks), adding VLAN tags or other meta information,
routing the packet, redirecting the packet by changing the
destination IP address, or de-tunneling the GTP-U packets
to act as an IOG.
5. Classification engine – This module handles the new flows
added to the flow table. The classification engine analyzes
the flow to determine any special rules to be used when
the flow assignment engine is executed to assign the flow
to a load-balanced target. This module tends to be highly
application dependent.
6. Flow assignment – This module is closely coupled with the
classification engine. Based on the processing done by the
previous stages and the current state of the flow, the flow
assignment module makes the decision on mapping flows
to load balancing server targets.
The FlowEngine capability provides flexibility to accommodate
changing protocols, forwarding criteria, and High Availability (HA)
provisioning. This comes at the cost of one additional blade (or in
the case of a redundant environment, two blades). Radisys mentions the PP81, which incorporates two NetLogic XLP processors
that handle up to 40 Gb, or 66 million packets per second.
Preparing for future bandwidth demands
40 Gb technology is inevitable, and as such ATCA is progressing
to meet the needs of 40 Gbps systems in terms of capacity,
performance, and support for complex packet processing.
Standards work for 40G ATCA is not yet complete, but the
industry is moving ahead with hardware and software solutions
that can be evaluated for a variety of applications today and will
serve as the foundation of support for the increasing bandwidth
demands of the future. It appears that while ATCA is reaching
a mature market status, progress continues at a rapid rate;
40 Gbps load balancing support is one example.
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By Mike Demler
mdemler@opensystemsmedia.com

LTE networks will enable a new
generation of M2M applications
Attend nearly any technical conference even remotely related
to mobile technology and the Internet these days, and you will
likely hear at least one forecast for the expected explosion in
data traffic over the next few years. Cisco’s latest and oft-cited
Visual Networking Index (VNI) now predicts the unfathomable
volume of 1.3 zettabytes of IP traffic by 2016, which is equivalent to 110 exabytes per month. To put that in dimensions more
relatable to the devices many of us possess, an exabyte would
fill one million terabyte backup drives, and a zettabyte would
consume one billion. Any way you look at it, that’s a lot of data.
Cisco also forecasts that there will be 25 billion devices connected to the Internet by 2015, or approximately 3.5 connected
devices per person, most of which will constitute the “Internet
of Things.” Those “things” will be embedded all around us,
and many of them will connect wirelessly through Machine-toMachine (M2M) communications. Until now, the vast majority of
M2M applications, smart meters for example, have worked just
fine with low data rate 2G networks. That’s about to change, as
a number of factors are coming together that will push M2M
off of 2G and directly onto 4G LTE networks.

will become rolling Wi-Fi hotspots, and dashboard applications will duplicate smartphone functionality. The combination
of wireless connectivity, Location Based Services (LBS), and
telematics will enable new applications for vehicle diagnostics, traffic management, and emergency response.
M2M mitigation
Video surveillance is another growing application that is
enabled by the higher bandwidth of 4G LTE M2M connections,
as is remote, mobile healthcare. But many issues remain to be
resolved before widespread adoption of LTE-based M2M is feasible. Though LTE comes with the advantage of the increased
address space of IPv6 for supporting many more IP-connected
devices, a large number of permanent M2M connections in
a single cell tower coverage area could overload a network.
The development of LTE standards did not initially plan for
the special needs of machine-type data communications,
but organizations such as the 3G Partnership Project (3GPP)
are now working on System Improvements for Machine-Type
Communications in LTE Release 11.

M2M migration
The first factor that will change the M2M landscape is the scarcity of wireless spectrum. In an SEC filing on June 30, AT&T
stated that they “expect to fully discontinue service on our 2G
networks by approximately January 1, 2017.” As operators
move to redeploy spectrum for more profitable 3G and 4G
services, millions of 2G customers will be left with no choice
but to upgrade. With many M2M devices having very long
lifecycles, the newly deployed LTE networks will offer a better
option for longevity.

Another issue is the incompatibility of networks for roaming M2M
devices. In the U.S., Sprint is planning to deploy FDD LTE in multiple frequency bands, along with TDD LTE in Clearwire’s 2.5 GHz
spectrum. AT&T and Verizon will also be reallocating spectrum
in multiple bands to enhance their LTE coverage. Manufacturers
of M2M devices will need to employ multi-mode 4G radios and
baseband processors that can accommodate the multiplicity of
LTE standards. To ease provisioning of M2M devices, the Groupe
Speciale Mobile Association (GSMA) is working on an embedded
SIM solution that would enable devices to dynamically switch to
the local operator with the best coverage.

The types of devices that will make up the Internet of Things
are also changing, with many new M2M applications taking
advantage of LTE’s higher bandwidth and low latency. In
August, Sprint announced that Chrysler will adopt their
Uconnect platform for wireless in-vehicle connectivity, which
will debut in the 2013 Ram 1500 truck and SRT Viper sports
car. At the 2012 International Consumer Electronics Show in
January, Verizon Wireless and General Motors OnStar demonstrated the use of LTE for cloud-connected in-vehicle applications. With embedded wireless connectivity, our vehicles

Preparing M2M for future expansion
Fragmentation and potential incompatibility of end-to-end
M2M solutions are major obstacles to the development of the
Internet of Things. To tackle this problem, in July a number
of international standards organizations and companies in the
M2M space came together to form the oneM2M organization
with the objective of ensuring global functionality of M2M
solutions. The organization will begin their work by attempting
to define a common set of service layer capabilities for M2M
applications worldwide.
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Policy control
Carrier policy control and making the
customer king
Dan Joe Barry, Napatech

Continued adoption of smartphones is driving unabated growth in mobile data networks, and
with high-speed LTE connections coming on line, the likelihood is that consumers will use their
smartphones even more. Mobile carriers have been aware of this and the bandwidth versus revenue
“scissor effect” it has created for some time, and have been actively investigating strategies from
trafﬁc shaping to intelligent billing services to address the data usage explosion. Policy control
thus plays a central role in supporting these strategies, and indeed can be regarded as the key
enabler. Using policy control, mobile carriers can lead the transformation of telecom operators from
utility service providers to retail communication service providers, which has long been seen as the
necessary strategic transition for carriers to compete in the modern Internet-driven economy.
A mobile explosion: The stats don’t lie
Cisco’s latest mobile Virtual Network
Index (VNI) report continues to show
exceptional growth for mobile data,
which in 2011 was eight times larger than
the entire global Internet in 2000. Multiple
devices are driving growth, ranging from
smartphones to tablets and laptops. The
amount of data downloaded per smartphone tripled in 2011 from 2010, and
tablet users showed an even higher consumption, generating 3.4 times the trafﬁc
of the average smartphone. Laptops went
one better, consuming 22 times the data
of the average smartphone.
What is surprising, however, is that smartphones represent only 12 percent of
global handset sales but already account
for more than 82 percent of global
handset trafﬁc. As adoption of smartphones increases and more bandwidth
is made available, we can expect more
consumption per smartphone. Already
we can see that 4G connections generate
28 times more trafﬁc than non-4G connections, and average connection speeds
for smartphones increased 39 percent,
from 968 kbps in 2010 to 1,344 kbps in
2011. The expectation is that connection

speeds will increase 9-fold by 2016,
generating an 18-fold increase in global
mobile trafﬁc.
Informa has also seen similar trends as
indicated in its recent “Mobile Content
and Applications Forecasts” report, which
predicts that in 2016 mobile phone users
will, on average, consume 6.5 times as
much video, eight times as much music,
and nearly 10 times as much in games as in
2011. Another key ﬁnding in the Informa
report was that capitalizing on this data
trafﬁc increase will prove a challenge to
carriers – global mobile data trafﬁc is
forecast to grow 10-fold from 3.89 trillion
megabytes in 2011 to 39.75 trillion megabytes in 2016, however global mobile
data revenues are only forecast to double
in the same period, from $325.8 billion in
2011 to $627.5 billion in 2016.
Herein lies the dilemma for carriers.
Increasing bandwidth is, in the first
instance, a cost, as most services are
charged on a ﬁxed monthly rate basis and
often with an “all-you-can-eat” offering.
Thus, an increase in bandwidth consumption per user does not result in an increase
in revenue, only an increase in cost.

On the other hand, this challenge lies at
the heart of a necessary transition that
carriers are making from their traditional
utility model of Supply to a retail-focused
model driven by customer Demand.
The utility mindset is based on a “takeit-or-leave-it” proposition, while a retail
mindset is based on “the customer is
king” proposition. As can be expected,
making this mindset transition will take
time for both carriers and their customers.
Phasing in “retail” bandwidth
It is not surprising that the initially proposed solutions to the increased bandwidth consumption versus ﬂat revenue
effect (often referred to as the “scissor
effect”) lean more toward a utility
mindset than a retail mindset. Trafﬁc
shaping and the throttling of “unwelcome” trafﬁc are the ﬁrst phase in a
series of solutions to the problem, and
many consumers today have mobile
data plans with a set limit on data downloading; when the limit is exceeded, the
download speed is greatly reduced.
However, the next phase of more intelligent services are already appearing and
have shown a willingness to adopt a more
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retail mindset that offers services in a way that reﬂects customer
preferences and service usage. For example, data plans are
being introduced that increase bandwidth limits at certain times
of day, in certain locations, or for certain applications. The most
ambitious of these services provide customers with their own
portal to “ﬁne-tune” their service and preferences, such as more
data for Facebook and less for email, more on Monday and less
on Sunday, or more at home and less at work.
For all these options, be they trafﬁc shaping or tailored services,
the key underlying enabler is network intelligence and policy
enforcement. As a carrier, you need to be able to proﬁle network usage in real time to understand the dynamic usage of this
shared medium. You need to know what kind of data is being
exchanged, where it has come from, and where it is going. You
need to be able to recognize what kinds of applications are
being used. Only with this information can you make a policy
decision on whether to ﬁlter certain trafﬁc or enhance bandwidth
allocation for certain users.
Solutions exist today that support network intelligence and
policy enforcement within the existing network infrastructure.
These include network probes for real-time data collection
and analysis (otherwise known as “Deep Packet Capture”),
dedicated Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) systems that combine
Deep Packet Capture with application recognition, as well as
policy servers that maintain and implement policy decisions.
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The challenge for all of these solutions in the coming years will
be the ability to efﬁciently handle the vast amounts of data
that are expected to be generated.
Processing for next-gen policy control
Most network connections today are either 1 Gbps or 10 Gbps,
but with an 18-fold increase in mobile trafﬁc expected over the
next four to ﬁve years, carriers are already looking at 40 Gbps
and 100 Gbps line rates in planning for the future. At these rates,
an extraordinary amount of data needs to be collected, analyzed,
and acted upon in very short periods of time. For example, at
10 Gbps a fully loaded connection can generate up to 30 million
packets per second that need to be analyzed with as little as
67 ns between each packet. At 100 Gbps, this means 300 million
packets per second with only 6.7 ns between packets.
The key for developers of network probes, DPI systems, and
policy servers is to ensure that their solutions can scale to
meet this demand with zero packet loss collection of data
and efﬁcient processing for analysis. Efﬁciency, in this regard,
addresses the challenges of having enough processing power
available to process huge amounts of data, but in a form
factor that provides low power consumption and does not
consume excessive space.
The strong roadmap provided by standard servers using x86
architecture chips promises to keep up with this challenge.
With annual increases in processing performance of up to
60 percent, a 10-fold increase in processing power will be provided over the next ﬁve years. This does not quite match the
18-fold increase in data predicted for the same period, but
with intelligent pre-processing adapters, like those provided
by Napatech, it is possible to ofﬂoad the processing burden
and ensure that only relevant data is processed in the server.
In addition, intelligent network adapters today can ensure
zero packet loss at speeds up to 40 Gbps while conforming
to PCIe standards for low power consumption and compact
form factors. The combination of standard servers and intelligent network adapters thus provides a powerful hardware
platform for network probe, DPI system, and policy server
development that also addresses concerns with power and
space constraints.
The changing landscape of mobile data communication provides carriers with an opportunity to complete the needed transition to a retail mindset and address the scissor effect. An
efﬁcient and scalable network intelligence infrastructure provides the engine for driving this process, and provides carriers
a cost-effective strategy for keeping up with the challenges of
increasing bandwidth usage.
Daniel Joseph Barry is VP of Marketing at Napatech and
has more than 17 years of experience in the IT and Telecom
industry. He has an MBA and BS in Electronic Engineering
from Trinity College Dublin.
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Packet acceleration

High-speed packet processing:
The foundation for advanced Network
Intelligence applications
By Charlie Ashton

4G network operators are turning to Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) technology to
manage the ever-increasing bandwidth requirements of mobile broadband trafﬁc and
provide new, revenue-generating services to their subscribers through applications
such as Policy and Charging Control. To overcome the increased latency caused by
DPI, however, advanced packet processing technology is needed that can increase
the processing bandwidth available for these applications. This article examines
software solutions used to accelerate overall packet processing performance and
thereby enable more advanced intelligence capabilities and improved QoS.
Mobile broadband trafﬁc is forecasted
to grow 18-fold over the next ﬁve years,
representing a compound annual growth
rate of 78 percent. In the recent Cisco
Visual Networking Index forecast, this
growth is attributed to the increasing
use of streamed content in mobile
cloud applications and the explosion in
smartphone and tablet usage, all being
driven by faster LTE networks, emerging
Machine-to-Machine (M2M) applications, and the growing percentage of
video traffic (www.cisco.com/en/US/
netsol/ns827/networking_solutions_
sub_solution.html). Cisco forecasts that
by 2016, 71 percent of all mobile data
trafﬁc will be video.
The advent of 4G networks has raised
the bar to the point that users expect to
have constant access to advanced multimedia services delivered via smartphones, tablets, or laptops, regardless
of their location. Subscribers who select
premium rate plans rather than “besteffort” options expect to receive an
experience commensurate with the
higher costs. Streaming video should

be a TV-like experience. Operators are
required to provide a wide range of
enhanced services to a fast-growing
subscriber base while delivering more
trafﬁc per subscriber, supporting more
applications, and offering an everexpanding range of client devices with
advanced capabilities.
The continuing challenge for network
operators lies in how they evolve and
manage their networks to keep up
with the growing demand and create
subscriber packages that monetize
their services. Critical to both of these
tasks is the ability to precisely characterize the application trafﬁc in the
network and control and prioritize that
trafﬁc according to speciﬁc Quality of
Service (QoS) policies. Trafﬁc behavior
is shaped by provisioning appropriate
amounts of bandwidth for each trafﬁc
category based on variables such as
application type, subscriber profile,
time of day, service level, and others.
Operators are using advanced Network
Intelligence (NI) gained from state-ofthe-art Deep Packet Inspection (DPI)

technology, particularly as they deploy
their LTE networks, to help deﬁne differentiated service packages and in
trafﬁc management/Policy Enforcement
applications.
Network monetization by operators
requires DPI technology. Today, operators
are shifting from all-you-can-eat mobile
data plans to tiered pricing while offering
customer-centric service linked to usage
and applications. They are also offering
bandwidth-on-demand and “freemium”
services with premium charges for
advanced versions. DPI is a fundamental
technology for these types of services,
which require policy-driven, real-time
charging and content distribution.
Key applications of DPI technology
DPI technology exposes the source, content, and context of packets traversing
a network. It provides real-time visibility
into the data for a wide range of security
and bandwidth management applications such as Policy and Charging Control
(PCC), QoS, Subscriber Analytics, and
Trafﬁc Optimization.
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Market research firm Infonetics forecasts that DPI product revenue will
grow from $470 million worldwide
in 2011 to $2 billion in 2016, with
mobile communications driving much
of the growth (www.infonetics.com/
pr/2012/2H11-Service-Provider-DPIProducts-Market-Highlights.asp). Initial
use of DPI technology focused on security applications such as e-mail spam filtering, antivirus detection, and intrusion
detection and prevention, while the

move to Unified Threat Management
(UTM) systems that integrate multiple
security functions will continue to drive
DPI growth. Growth is also being propelled by bandwidth management
applications; DPI-based protocol and
application classification techniques
based on pattern matching, behavioral,
and statistical analysis of both header
and payload information are much
more accurate than the header-only
techniques of the past.

DPI and network performance in the
40 Gbps era
Within a 4G wireless network, PCC functions provide operators with advanced
tools for service-aware QoS and charging
control. Within the network, the Policy
and Charging Enforcement Function
(PCEF) identifies and associates applications and/or users with specific traffic
flows, applying policies to individual sessions based on requirements defined by
a network element called the Policy and
Charging Rules Function (PCRF).
Architecturally, PCEF is part of the PCC
function defined in the 3GPP specifications. PCEF interfaces with the Packet
Data Network Gateway (PGW) and with
the PCRF. Physically, it can be implemented as a dedicated blade or as a colocated but separate appliance or it can
be integrated into the PCRF. Regardless
of the actual implementation, however,
the advanced DPI functions required for
PCEF place significant performance stress
on the underlying processor platform due
to the real-time processing bandwidth
required to evaluate and act on sophisticated heuristics or generate advanced
billing information. Despite increasingly
complex algorithms used for packet
inspection, classification, and steering,
DPI technology must deliver wirespeed
performance in networks, where the
demand for data capacity is exploding.
Network packet throughput
acceleration
Compared to a standard network or
telecom equipment system that only
inspects the very first headers of a packet
(Layers 2-4), DPI performs more detailed
analysis of the packet to identify application-level flows and content. To perform
complex packet analyses such as data
extraction, flow correlation, or application-level protocol decoding, DPI requires
huge amounts of processing capacity.
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As network performance increases, it
becomes impossible to perform a standard Layer 2-4 analysis of the packet at
wirespeed, much less DPI, in a system
based on a standard Operating System
(OS) network stack. Three levels of optimization are possible to increase DPI
throughput: fast path processing for
data plane traffic, DPI load balancing,
and DPI offload.
CompactPCI, AdvancedTCA & MicroTCA Systems

Packet acceleration
Fast path processing
In a fast path implementation, the networking stack is split into two layers.
The lower layer, typically called the fast
path, processes the majority of incoming
packets on dedicated CPU cores outside the OS environment and without
incurring any of the OS overhead that
degrades performance (Figure 1). Only
those rare packets that require complex processing are forwarded to a
Linux networking stack, which performs
the necessary management, signaling,

and control functions. To increase performance, packet processing can use
the services of an executive designed
specifically for packet processing. The
Intel Data Plane Development Kit (Intel
DPDK) provides these kinds of services
on Intel Xeon processors.
Besides maximizing the system’s networking performance, a key net effect
of a fast path architecture is to free up
processor cores that would normally
be used by the OS networking stack,

Figure 1
Fast path processing improves network throughput by bypassing the standard OS
networking stack. Performance scales linearly with the number of cores dedicated to
fast path processing.
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Figure 2
The number of cores available for DPI applications increases significantly in a fast path
architecture as opposed to a standard network stack implementation.

making more cores available for DPI and
other applications (Figure 2).
DPI load balancing
In larger configurations that include multiple processors, CPU blades, and possibly racks, packet processing can also
be used to load balance traffic to several
processors, blades, or systems, each of
which can be performing DPI functions.
Packet processing software that supports this type of DPI load balancing and
that scales across processors, blades,
and racks without performance degradation is available today. In addition, such
software offers full support for virtualized environments, making it well suited
for cloud computing environments.
DPI bypass
The next level of DPI performance
improvement can be achieved by
externalizing the DPI flow table. By
triggering the DPI engine only in the
cases of relevant packets or flows while
implementing a smarter mechanism for
allocating packets and flows to specific
cores, the system-level performance is
maximized and packets are processed
with zero loss. Because full processing in
the DPI engine is bypassed in all cases
other than those containing relevant
packets, overall platform performance
can increase up to seven times.
The types of packets that are sent to the
DPI engine include:
› Non-empty packets – for example,
a pure signaling ACK does not need
DPI processing
› Packets requiring detailed analysis –
for example, SIP or FTP packets
› The first packets of new flows – sent
for classification
› Packets that may need to be
reclassified because of the specifics
of the application – for example,
security applications where the flows
have to be analyzed continually
DPI-aware packet processing
Based upon high-performance data
plane fast path technology, 6WINDGate
packet processing software typically performs packet processing functions at ten
times the Linux Layer 3 forwarding performance of a standard SMP Linux stack.
Its performance scales linearly with the
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number of cores running the fast path,
and is scalable across processors, blades,
and racks (Figure 3).
6WINDGate is DPI aware and optimizes
the interaction between data plane
processing and DPI, offloading the DPI

engine by sending only relevant packets
for full DPI processing. Actions are
applied to flows based on DPI analysis,
including filtering, QoS, and protocol termination. It also maximizes overall system
throughput by implementing packet
cloning and a zero-copy architecture.

Figure 3
DPI-aware packet processing software optimizes network stacks for DPI with fast path,
DPI load balancing, and DPI bypass.
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The intelligent network future
An intelligent network is essential for
on-demand distribution and consumption of information – users getting the
information they require, safe from the
nasty stuff that inhabits the net, the
way they want it, and when the need it.
DPI technology is the foundation for
the intelligent network, and it will
become increasingly capable as application, user, and operator needs
evolve. The availability of a DPI-aware,
high-performance packet processing
foundation enables this growth in DPI
capability, and is key to the future success of intelligent networks.
Charlie Ashton is the Vice President of
Marketing and Business Development
for 6WIND. Charlie is responsible for
6WIND’s global marketing IT initiatives
and also manages the company’s partnerships with semiconductor, subsystem,
and software companies worldwide.
6WIND | charlie.ashton@6wind.com
www.6wind.com

Flow processing
Integrating ﬂow processors to scale
cybersecurity to 40 Gbps and beyond, part 1
Byy Daniell Proch

Things like optical transmission, Layer 2 switching and Layer 3 routing can operate comfortably
at 40 Gbps with current technology and at reasonable cost points. Other applications, though,
struggle to operate at 10 Gbps today, not to mention scaling to 40 Gbps and beyond. These
are typically applications that require complex processing and all share common characteristics
in that they typically convey more Network Intelligence through more exhaustive examination of
the packet content, metadata extraction, and stateful management of millions of simultaneous
ﬂows. High-touch processing in the areas of cybersecurity and network analytics face
complexities to scale to extreme throughputs, and demand processing innovations addressed
by Daniel in part one of this two-part series. Part two will explore implementing these
innovations into an AdvancedTCA architecture for cybersecurity and other applications.
To protect their critical resources, networks already deploy
an array of security applications such as next-generation and
traditional ﬁrewalls, Intrusion Detection/Prevention Systems
(IDSs/IPSs), Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) mitigation,
Data Loss Prevention (DLP), and network analytics/forensics
solutions. These security solutions work almost entirely by
utilizing DPI and ﬂow analysis to look for known patterns in
network ﬂows and block or record them.
However, with the need for application awareness, security
processing, and DPI, the amount of processing power required
for these compute-intensive applications grows exponentially
with increasing line rates. In addition, the dynamic nature of
cyber threats necessitates that these applications continually adapt to keep up with the evolving threat landscape. For
designers of critical security platforms, this implies the need
to architect products based on general-purpose computing
platforms that can quickly and easily leverage application software updates to defend against new attacks.
Conversely, general-purpose processing architectures
struggle to maintain pace with increasing bandwidth and
discrete trafﬁc ﬂows. General-purpose multicore CPUs are
ideal for application, control plane, and signaling workloads,
but become a networking bottleneck in high-performance
designs requiring a very high packet touch rate and large
number of instructions per packet over an ever-increasing
number of ﬂows. This creates an interesting dichotomy in
which the need for Network Intelligence dictates a ﬂexible
architecture that cannot readily keep up with the performance
needs of the network. As bandwidths continue to rise, all of
the varied aspects of communications networks, including
optical transmission, networking, security, and application
processing, need to scale in parallel.

Enter a new processing paradigm – ﬂow processing
No one would argue the ﬂexibility and ubiquity offered by
General-Purpose CPUs (GPCPUs), but to meet the very high
instruction rate and throughput demand across millions of ﬂows
required for sophisticated packet, ﬂow, and security processing, a
fundamental change in processing architecture is needed. Rather
than rely on a general-purpose processing engine combined with
ﬁxed network I/O that has limited intelligence or programmability, a unique architecture that employs multiple processor types
custom designed for speciﬁc workload operations can scale to
meet these stringent requirements. Adding a software-controlled
processor to the solution optimized for networking, ﬂow processing, and security processing provides the ability to ofﬂoad
compute-intensive tasks.
Flow processors differ greatly from cache-based GPCPUs and
network processors. Flow processors are massively parallel,
completely programmable devices that scale to 200 Gbps
of throughput. These devices contain fully programmable,
workload-speciﬁc cores for Layer 2 through Layer 7 ﬂow processing and Layer 2 and Layer 3 packet processing, delivering
hundreds of billions of instructions per second that can be
applied to incoming trafﬁc. Flow processors also contain programmable hardware accelerators for computationally intense
networking tasks including DPI, regular expression matching,
optimized I/O packet transfer, trafﬁc management, security processing, and bulk cryptography. They are used in numerous
applications, but are particularly relevant in cybersecurity and
analytics applications, Software-Deﬁned Networking (SDN)
such as OpenFlow, stateful or application-aware load balancing,
SSL Inspection, and Lawful Intercept (LI).
This heterogeneous architecture utilizes multiple proven techniques to reduce overall CPU utilization on the host processor
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and increase overall system performance. These methods focus
on placing the correct workloads onto the right processor, and
have shown to increase throughput up to 10 times more than a
“one-processor-fits-all” methodology.
Dynamic load balancing
A flow is defined as a unidirectional sequence of packets that
share a set of common packet header values, and therefore
another important way the valuable resources of the GPCPU
can be utilized is by assuring that data is appropriately structured and placed into the right CPU core to assure flow
affinity. By programming a flow processor to assign particular
data flows to designated cores, optimal performance can be
achieved because flows that are always pinned to the same
core provide maximum efficiency as hit rates are likely higher
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Figure 1
Classification and load balancing between flow
processors and GPCPUs.

Packet- and
Flow-based Cut Through
Figure 2
Transmission to the host processor with optional
packet and flow-based cut through.
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in GPCPU on-chip cache memories (Figure 1). This flow-based
load balancing can be achieved by analyzing a data stream
and assigning flows to cores based on a defined set of packet
header values. Common load balancing techniques include
two-tuple, three-tuple, and five-tuple flow classification, though
other implementations may require over 30-header fields.
This solution can also balance flows into the CPU cores in an
intelligent fashion, rather than the traditional round-robin
method used in traditional Network Interface Cards (NICs).
By assigning a system threshold value, flow processors front
ending GPCPUs can monitor host CPU utilization and only place
flows into CPUs with the lowest utilization, thereby offering the
greatest system efficiency.
Per flow stateful management and action processing
In many instances, though, not all packets need to be processed
by both a flow processor and the GPCPU. In LI, for example, only
packets to/from specific individuals are interesting and the rest
of the traffic is noise and can be ignored. In these cases, a technique known as flow-based cut through can be implemented in
which defined packets can be rerouted by the flow processor
to bypass the GPCPU altogether (Figure 2). Tightly coupling
the processing elements with an API-based message passing
between them allows applications to change the forwarding
behavior of traffic on a per-flow basis. Flows can be dynamically
load balanced to the host, across egress interfaces, or actively/
passively dropped, all based on application policy. In addition,
pre-classification of traffic based on common packet header
fields allows filtering of traffic, further reducing the exchange of
data between processors.
A scaled network
The nature of our networks and the important data traversing
them creates an opposing set of forces. Networks need to continue to scale to meet exponentially growing bandwidth
demands, and enterprises, carriers, and cloud operators need
the ability to effectively monitor these networks at all layers
with stateful network intelligence. To meet these needs, a new,
distributed, multi-chip, heterogeneous multicore architecture is
required, providing distributed workload processing to effectively scale applications to 40 Gbps and beyond. This architecture allows applications access to very high packet touch rates
and throughputs, enabling cybersecurity and network analytics
applications to maintain pace with the other rapidly scaling
aspects of network infrastructures. Part two will examine how
this architecture can be leveraged in an AdvancedTCA ecosystem to scale Network Intelligence applications for next-generation throughputs.
Daniel Proch is Director of Product Management at
Netronome, responsible for their line of flow processing
reference hardware and flow management software. He
has 15 years of experience in the networking, security, and
telecommunications fields.
Netronome | daniel.proch@netronome.com
www.netronome.com
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Kevin Bross, Modular Systems
Architect, Intel: Kevin Bross is
Intel’s primary representative to
PICMG and has been involved
in all COM Express standards
activities over the last ﬁve years.

Stefan Milnor, VP of
Engineering, Kontron: Stefan
Milnor has been the primary
Kontron representative to the
PICMG COM Express subcommittee since its inception in
2004. He was the Draft Editor
for the original COM.0 effort,
and co-authored the original
document. He is also the Editor
of the original PICMG COM.0
Design Guide.

Jeff Munch, CTO, ADLINK: Jeff
Munch plays an active role in
PICMG, including chairing both
the COM Express Plug-andPlay and COM Express R2.1
Subcommittees.

Bob Pebly, CTO Fellow, Radisys:
Bob Pebly is Radisys’ primary
representative in PICMG and
has served in a variety of ofﬁcer
positions in PICMG technology
subcommittees, including COM
Express since its inception in
2004.

COM Express
subcommittee
talks R2.1
Revision 2.1 of the PICMG
COM Express speciﬁcation was
adopted this May, so CompactPCI,
AdvancedTCA & MicroTCA Systems
sat down with key members of the
subcommittee for a closer look at the
outlook of COM Express.
CPCI: What is the COM Express background and
what are its beneﬁts over other COMs?
MILNOR: Prior to the development of
COM Express, Kontron pioneered a very successful
Computer-On-Module standard called Embedded
Technology eXtended (ETX). It was essentially ISA
and PCI-based and became a de facto embedded
industry standard. In 2004, it became apparent that
something beyond ETX was needed, and Kontron
started working on a PCIe-based module called
ETXexpress. Kontron management was also interested in getting support for another new module
standard from Intel. Intel’s response was that they
wanted Kontron to take the standard to an independent standards body, and Kontron presented
the idea to PICMG.
BROSS: A number of embedded ecosystem vendors recognized the value in standardizing a COM
built around the high-speed differential signaling
mechanisms that were emerging. Intel, Kontron,
PFU Systems, and Radisys sponsored the original
COM Express effort within PICMG, but dozens of
companies have adopted COM Express and continue to develop COM Express products. Unlike
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COM Express has also grown over time.
The first revision was released eight
years ago and refreshed five years later.
The standard has evolved to meet the
continuing needs of the market. There
are other standards that are the same
today as they were eight years ago; they
claim this is an example of “stability.”
I am glad the manufacturer of my laptop
did not believe in this approach. In all,
COM Express has a large ecosystem of
suppliers serving a thriving user market –
that is success.

some approaches that had been built
around lower-speed, single-ended signals, COM Express was designed for
high-speed signaling from the start,
with robust connectors that could hold
up to some of the most extreme conditions and most demanding signal rates.
COM Express initially was defined for
two standard module sizes, but it was
designed to allow extension to other
sizes, and PICMG has since standardized
two smaller compute module sizes.
MUNCH: COM Express does not try and
take a one-size-fits-all approach to the
market. The authors of COM Express
could see that different applications
might require different features. The solution was to define multiple “Types” of
COMs. Each Type had a slightly different
feature set. Some in the industry have
tried to attack this flexibility as being a
sign of indecisiveness by the authors of
the specification, when in reality it was
insightful – would we all want to be
forced to drive the same car regardless
of our needs? Another major differentiator is that COM Express is maintained
by PICMG, which has strict rules on the
requirements for a change to the specification. Other COMs are held by standards organizations that are nothing
more than a single company that can
change the standard at will.

PEBLY: The COM Express specification
carefully balanced the legacy interfaces
needed for backward compatibility and
support for newer, high-speed serial
interfaces, enabling COM Express to
quickly grab a large share of the COM
market. In addition, the strength and
backing of PICMG provided the solid,
open standards foundation and processes for COM Express to differentiate
itself from the plethora of self-branded
COM and small form factor standards
that littered the embedded market. The
evolution of COM Express in 2010 with
a major 2.0 revision, and now the minor
Revision 2.1 (R2.1) in 2012, demonstrate
the continued health and vibrancy of the
specification. COM Express continues
to keep pace with evolving technology
trends while maintaining a strong focus

on the backward compatibility necessary
to enable a smooth migration path for
current and future designs.
CPCI: Recently, R2.1 introduced form
factor and silicon upgrades. What
were those and what benefits do they
provide over previous revisions?
MILNOR: The main purpose of R2.1
was for the PICMG COM.0 document
to officially sanction the credit cardsized 84 mm x 55 mm Mini form factor
(Figure 1). Kontron developed this form
factor some years ago outside of PICMG
and referred to it as “COM Express compatible” (the pinout was 100 percent
COM Express Type 1, but the form factor
was smaller, hence “compatible”). Several
companies joined Kontron in providing
this form factor to the market under
the “nano” marketing name. It gained
enough market traction that the PICMG
COM Express community saw advantages
to folding it into the specification with an
extended power input range.
MUNCH: R2.1 was a minor rev’ roll
from R2.0. The biggest advances were
from R1.0 to R2.0, when we picked up
three digital display interfaces, support
for PCI Express Gen 2, and defined
a common set of software APIs for
vendor-specific functions. In R2.1, the
big change was support for small form
factor battery-powered applications.

D

G
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C

Initial COMs were powered by a 12 V
supply. This was fine for most applications, but as the market for small, battery-powered devices matured it was
clear that we needed to be more flexible in the input power for a COM to
prevent the need for a front-end DC-DC
converter. Therefore, in R2.1 we defined
a smaller size module with a wide 4.75 V
to 20 V input power supply range.

Figure 1
The new COM Express “Mini” module provides a new form factor with an increased
input voltage range targeted at small form factor battery-powered applications,
among others.
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PEBLY: In addition to the smaller form
factor, R2.1 added optional support for
several new interfaces – CAN Bus, USB 3.0,
and embedded DisplayPort (eDP).
Each of these interfaces is important in
expanding the applicability and reach
of COM Express. CAN Bus enables
COM Express as a solution in automotive applications while eDP enables lower
cost display configurations for embedded

COM Express
applications. USB 3.0 keeps COM Express
up to date with the evolution of USB and
enables COM Express to support the
latest SuperSpeed USB devices.
The addition of the Mini module allows
COM Express to further expand its
applicability and reach by addressing the
constantly shrinking footprints required
in today’s embedded devices. It also
broadens the spectrum and scalability
of COM Express processing solutions by
expanding the portfolio to more effectively enable newer low-power Systemson-Chip (SoCs) from multiple vendors.
CPCI: How do these additions and
improvements ensure COM Express is
equipped for the evolution of processors and high-speed I/O interfaces?
PEBLY: Current trends in embedded
processors are all about smaller, lowerpower, more highly integrated devices.
The new Mini module enables COM
Express to better support the increasing
demands for smaller, lower-power modular computing solutions based on SoCs.
The original COM Express specification
was already ahead of the game and
made the jump from slower legacy parallel interfaces to higher-speed differential serial interfaces. R2.1 continues that
trend with added support for USB 3.0,
bringing a more than 10 times improvement to the now-ubiquitous serial interface maximum transmission speed.
BROSS: R2.0 of the COM Express specification went a long ways toward ensuring
that high-performance compute modules
(such as those using Intel Core i7 processors) could support PCIe Gen 2 signaling, USB 3.0 links, high-speed SATA
links, and the multiple video interfaces
on today’s latest processors and chipsets. For example, R2.0 provides for up
to three digital display interfaces that
could be SDVO, HDMI, or DisplayPort.
R2.1 extended this high-speed signaling on the single-connector Type 10
definition, allowing USB 3.0 ports to be
used over previously reserved signals.
In another forward-looking move, COM
Express R2.1 added support for eDP as
an overlay for the legacy LVDS display
signals that have long been a stalwart in
the embedded community, but are being

phased out by Intel and other CPU vendors over the next few years. The COM
Express committee is also currently evaluating support for PCI Express Gen 3 and
DisplayPort 1.2 signaling rates.
MILNOR: A lot of effort went into picking
the COM Express connector in 2004/2005
and in defining the pinout in an effort to
anticipate where the x86 architecture was
going. I think we did a good job, and the
specification has held up well. With R2.0,
the specification was updated by introducing the “Type 6” pinout, allowing the
phase-out of PCI and PATA in favor of
new digital display interfaces, more PCIe,
and USB 3.0. The original COM Express
connector was selected for its pin density
and its high bandwidth capabilities, and
it is routinely used for PCIe Gen 2 and
USB 3.0. Now, when 10 GHz signaling
becomes mainstream, it will be time for
a new module connector, but that seems
to be a ways off, and, seven years after
launch, there seem to be many years of
life left in COM Express.
CPCI: What is the current market
share for COM Express, and what are
its brightest markets and applications
moving forward?
PEBLY: According to VDC Research’s
2011 report, the COM market will
be $674 million in 2013, growing to
$882 million in 2015. COM Express
modules represent more than 85 percent of this market and are growing at a
rapid pace. Some of the brightest markets for COM Express are the Industrial
Automation and the Aerospace and
Defense markets, which make up more
than a third of the 2013 COM market.
Industrial automation has historically
been a large user of either small custom
or small COM modules, but the basic
and extended sizes were too large and
expensive to fit into many applications.
The introduction of the Compact (95 mm
x 95 mm) and Mini COM Express specifications combined with newer low-cost,
low-power processors has primed this
segment for additional growth.
The Aerospace and Defense market is
driving a need for higher processing
performance, as equipment such as

in-vehicle equipment is consolidated and
designed to host multiple informational
displays. In addition, the processing
power of a COM Express module has
increased to the point where it can be
combined with 3G and LTE software to
be used for a portable cellular base station, either carried in a soldier’s backpack
or on a vehicle. The stability of the COM
Express architecture, the benefit of future
technology insertions, and the introduction of -40 ºC to +85 ºC extended temperature range COM Express modules
are enabling an adoption explosion in
this market segment. In addition, the
smaller-sized Compact and Mini modules
combined with extended temperature
range enable the use of these modules in
man-wearable or handheld devices used
in the battlefield.
Another strong segment for the
COM Express market is the medical
segment, where COM Express is being
adopted as a common platform architecture. Medical imaging companies are
designing carriers using COM Express,
enabling their equipment to scale from
the high-performance quad-core Intel i7
processors for cart-based systems to the
low-power, low-cost Atom processors
for handheld or portable systems.
BROSS: The sheer number of vendors
providing COM Express modules and
carriers attests to the strength of the
COM Express market. Historically, we’ve
seen embedded vendors come out with
COM Express modules within about a
year of silicon introduction, but we’re
now seeing several vendors introducing
COM Express modules within a quarter
of silicon release or even concurrent with
Intel’s CPU releases. Given the modular
nature of COM Express systems, this
means that carrier boards designed to use
modules with last year’s silicon can easily
incorporate newer COM Express modules with this year’s silicon if it suits the
application. Some of the most exciting
applications for COM Express modules
include Machine-to-Machine (M2M)/
Internet of Things (IoT) applications,
industrial automation, slot machines,
sonogram machines/medical equipment,
in-flight entertainment systems, and a
number of military applications.
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SPECIAL ADVERTISING FEATURE

Product Spotlight
OM9141-40G Open Modular
Core Platform

AT8242 40G ATCA
64-Core MIPS64 Packet
Processor Blade

A common platform for designing
pre-integrated 40 GbE, 14-slot carriergrade network infrastructure systems.
• 40G switching and optional systems
management functionality on COM Express
• Front-to-rear cooling supports 300 W per slot plus 35 W per
RTM; 4x hot-swappable fans
• Platform manageability with a standards-based HPI implementation
• Design platform configurations of CPU, NPU, DSP, storage, and
specialized ATCA-based line cards that meet the requirements
for 3G, 4G LTE EPC, GPON, and IP-TV network elements.

Kontron | www.kontron.com
1 888 294 4558
info@us.kontron.com

Scale up to 1 Tbps per rack of
Deep Packet Inspection (DPI)
performance by combining
the Kontron 14-slot 40G ATCA platform (OM9141-40G) with the
AT8242 40G ATCA Packet Processor Blade.
• Dual Cavium OCTEON II CN6880 processors, each integrating
32 enhanced cnMIPS64 v2 cores with up to 48 GHz of 64-bit
computing power in a single chip
• Configurable for: Protocol Analysis/Application Recognition;
Anti-Malware/Anti-Virus; Application Performance
Management; Network Intrusion Detection and Prevention
(IDS/IPS); and URL filtering

Kontron | www.kontron.com
1 888 294 4558
info@us.kontron.com

ATCA, μTCA, VME AND
cPCI SYSTEMS...FASTER.
Propel your project success with Schroff® Systems and Subracks EXPRESS. We
provide VITA and PICMG compliant product solutions faster and at a competitive price.
Protect your application with standard or customized electro-mechanical and system
products – shipped in as few as two weeks and backed by our
global network and more than 60 years of engineering
experience. See our complete offering online.

RAPID DELIVERY
VITA and PICMG compliant solutions.
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GE
Intelligent Platforms

Our technology keeps advancing.
Our commitment remains unchanged.
GE Intelligent Platforms has a rich history of providing leading-edge rugged
computing and communications technologies to the military and aerospace
sector. For our part, we strive to ensure that our engineering designs provide
best-in-class performance, ease of technology implementation, and the ability to
provide the lowest total cost of ownership of your system through the lifecycle of
the platform. With high-performance products such as our new 6U VPX SBC625,
CompactPCI XCR15 and VME XVR15 single board computers based on 3rd
Generation Intel® Core™ technology, we stand ready to provide you with exactly
the technology you need to build the best system possible.

defense.ge-ip.com
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